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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The "back to basics" movement in education has stimulated 
the interest of ^ eech ccmmiriication scholars in the development of 
oral corntunication ocmpetencies of students. Ron Allen and Ken Brown 
(1976), whose research represents the first major attempt to clarify 
this area, describe communication carpetence as one's knowledge of 
communication strategies, one's abiliiy to select appropriate strategies, 
one's ability to use the strategies effectively, and one's ability to 
assess the effectiveness of the strategies. Teachers may be oxano^ med 
about developing these communication competencies in their students. 
However, they first must make judgments about the competencies the stu­
dents alreacfy have. While these judgments should be cjbjec±ive, teachers 
probably assess overall cxmmunication competence according to the stu­
dent's use of acoz^ table communication in the classrcxm. Moreover, 
teachers may find themselves using one set of communication behaviors 
with students they perceive as appropriate cxmmunicators and another
set of ccnraunication behaviors with students they perceive as inappro­
priate oarmunicators. The teacher's camtunication behavior itt^ rein­
force or discourage the student's camtunication behavior (Phillips,
Butt, & Metzer, 1974). This idea led to the major question of this 
research investigation: Are the verbal messages that teachers use with 
students they perceive as acceptable oatittunicabors in the classroom dif­
ferent from the verbal messages teachers use with students they perceive 
as unacceptable cormunicators in the classrocm?
The interpersonal communication literature indicates that a 
person's percepticais of another significantly affect camtunication be­
tween than regardless of the accuracy of one's perceptions (Berger, 1977; 
and Wilmot, 1979). The literature on caimunication in relation to person 
perception in the classroom further shows that teachers do communicate 
differentially with their students depending rpon their perceptions of 
their students (Brophy & Good, 1969; 1974; and Downey, 1977). For 
example, students for vhan teachers have high expectations, generally 
receive significantly more direct questions (Combleth & Button, 1973; 
and Good, 1970). In addition, teachers tend to initiate interaction 
with students they perceive as high achievers more frequaitly than 
with students they perceive as low achievers. While these findings 
represent the general trends in research in this area, they have not 
been consistent across research experiments. Explanations for the 
inconsistencies may lie in the methodologies used to answer research 
questions.
First, the majority of studies have used' rank order techniques 
to determine teachers' perceptions of their students. Besearchers
have asked teachers to rank order their students fran high to low or 
siirply to groip students into high, medium or low categories (Brophy & 
Good, 1974; Combleth & Button, 1973; and Elashoff & Sncw, 1971). In 
one instance, a researcher employed a more creative technique for cate­
gorizing students. Silberman (1969) asked teachers to group students 
based on vAether they had feelings of attachnent, concern, indifference, 
or rejection. Overall, there has been no ootitcai base fron which tea­
chers' judgments have been made. Besearchers could not confidently 
say that all teachers considered the same factors vhen ranking or cate­
gorizing their students.
To determine teachers' percutions of their students, this 
researcher proposes the use of an instrument designed to measure tea­
chers' perceptions of their students classroom communication behavior. 
This instrument, the Student Classroom Communication Behavior Scale, 
vas developed by this researcher. The instrument was designed to mea­
sure the specific ccmnunication behaviors of interest in this study.
One reason for using this technique was that its usefulness and appro­
priateness, i.e., validity and reliability, could be determined. The 
researcher would be able to say more confidently that teachers used the 
same criteria for rating students, because teachers would be restricted 
to making their judgements to the areas on the instrument. Also, this 
technique allows the researcher to easily assign students to high or 
low groups.
Second, most of the research on teachers' communication in re­
lation to their perceptions of students has been done in elementary
4and secondary school classroon settings. Combleth and Button (1973) 
critically evaluated some studies conducted in this area and found one 
set of findings for the elementary level and another set of findings 
for the secondary level. This led Combleth to hypothesize that grade 
level might have an inpact on teachers' verbal behaviors. Informal 
discussions with college instructors indicate that they see the col­
lege classroom as different fran classroom settings at other levels, 
although they are not able to identify the differences. Given the 
assumptions of Combleth and Button about teachers' verbal behaviors 
with students in different grade levels, one wonders in vhat ways 
college teachers connunicate differently than elementary school or 
high school teachers.
Third, the majority of the studies about teachers ' percutions 
of students have examined student achievement, intelligence, social 
class or race. Snythe and Powers (1978) argue that these student- 
related variables are static and not fynamic variables. They point out 
that perceiving is a dynamic process that is based on interactions 
between people. Therefore, researchers diould be examining behaviors 
that contribute to perceptions, such as oormunication behaviors. The 
fact that sane research studies show that when teachers rate their stu­
dents, their judgments are based on the students' ccmnunication styles, 
suggests that these behaviors should be examined in research (Broghy 
& Good, 1974).
To conclude this study will contribute to our knowledge of 
caimunication in the classroom in several ways. It will investigate
teachers' messages in relation to their perceptions of students' class­
rocm ocrinunication, vMch is an area not yet considered in research.
It will also examine these variables in a different setting, the college 
caimunication classroom. Therefore, this stui^  will provide additional 
information about the way teachers communicate in relation to their 
perceptions of their students.
In this investigation, the following specific questions are 
addressed;
1. Are the verbal statements teachers use with 
students rated high on the Student Classrocm 
Ccmnunication Behavior Scale different from 
the verbal statements they use with students 
rated low on the Students Classrocm Ccmnuni­
cation Behavior Scale?
2. Are the number of verbal statements teachers 
use in their messages with students rated 
high on the Students Classrocm Caimunication 
Behavior Scale different fixm the number of 
verbal statements teachers use in their mes­
sages with students rated low on the Student 
Classrocm Ccmnunication Behavior Scale?
3. Hew are the interactions between teachers 
and students rated high on the Student Class­
rocm Ccranunication Behavior Scale different 
frcm the interactions between teachers and 
students rated low on the Student Classroom 
Ccmnunication Behavior Scale?
4. How do teachers organize the verbal state­
ments in their messages when they ocmmuni- 
cate with students rated high on the Stu­
dent Classroom Communication Behavior 
Scale and vhen they ocranunicate with stu­
dents rated low on the Student Classrocm 
Communication Behavior Scale?
Defintions of Terms
ïhe definitions of the major terms used in this stucty are 
important to the understanding of this research.
Student classroon ocnmunication behavior. Student classroon 
caimunication behavior is operationally defined as a particular score 
for a student cm the Student Classroon Communication Behavior Scale 
(SCCBS). Ihe score is based on the teacher's rating of the student 
(see i^ pendix A).
Iteacher^ student interaction. Teacher-student interaction is 
cperationally defined as an exchange of verbal messages beWeen a 
teacher and a student. The interactions of interest in this study may 
take any of the following forms:
1. teacher initiated message, student responding 
message;
2. teacher initiated message, student responding 
message, teacher responding message;
3. teacher initiated message, student responding 
message, teacher responding message, student 
responding message;
4. student initiated message, teacher responding 
message;
5. student initiated message, teacher responding 
message, student responding message; and
6. student ihitiated message, teacher responding 
message, student responding message, teacher 
responding message.
Teacher message. Teacher message is cperationally defined 
as the group of verbal statements teachers make vhen it is his or her 
turn to talk during a teacher-student interaction. A teacher message
my have only one verbal statement or it may have as many as seven 
verbal statements.
Teacher statement. Teacher statement is operationally defined 
as the verbal sentence a teacher uses vàien talking with students. The 
meanings of the sentences are determined by one of the ten categories 
of the Teacher Behavior Observation System (see J^endix B).
Review of Related Literature
An examination of teachers use of verbal messages in relation 
to their perceptions of their students classroon camtunication requires 
discussion of research previously conducted in related areas. This 
chapter will review literature in four topic areas. First, the lit­
erature on person perception in interpersonal camtunication will be 
examined to provide a theoretical framevrork for this research investi­
gation. Ihe discussion will show how a person's perception of another 
influences the camtunication between than. Second, research on person 
perception in the classrocm will be explored, because the topic is a 
mjor concern of this dissertation. The third section will report the 
research conducted on teachers' verbal messages in relation to their 
percutions of specific student related variables. The variables in­
clude socio-econanic background, race, sex, achievement and communi­
cation styles. Last, the literature on student classroom catmunication 
behavior will be examined as a variable that should be considered in 
research on teacher comunication in relation to teacher perceptions. 
The information from the literature review also served as the basis 
for the Student Classrocm Communication Behavior Scale that was used in
this investigation.
Person Perception
Bamlund (1968, p. 10) defines interpersonal ootinunication as 
"relatively informal social situations in vMch persons in face-to-face 
encounters sustain focused interaction through the reciprocal exchange 
of verbal and nonverbal cues." Keltner (1970, p. 9) defines it as the 
"process of symbolic camtunication interaction between persons."
Giffin and Patton (1974, p. 12) provide a sinpler definition; they see 
interpersonal comunication as face-to-face interaction betaveen people 
vtere messages are exchanged and people simultaneously adjust their 
behavior. Regardless of the specific definition, interpersonal can- 
munication l^ically involves the use of symbolic behavior to exchange 
messages betsneen people in face-to-face situations. Although inter­
personal catmunication embraces several topic areas, this review section 
will focus on person perception as a crucial ingredient and determinant 
of the interpersonal camtunication process (see Littlejohn, 1978).
The way pec^ le perceive each other has sane iitpact on the way 
they oatmunicate with each other. Several scholars have discussed the 
reciprocal relationship between perception and catmunication that seems 
to exist. Taguiri (1969, p. 395) defines person perception as the 
"processes by tiAiich man cones to knew and to think about other persons, 
their characteristics, qualities and inner states." Taguiri's re­
search on person perception has provided a framework for understanding 
interpersonal caimunication. For him, person perc^ticn is a dynamic, 
ever changing process that involves a perceiver, the object of per-
œption, and a situation. Individuals simultaneously perceive each 
other and adjust their assumptions and behaviors toward others based on 
these perceptions.
Person perception has been examined most extensively under 
the umbrella of attribution theory. Attribution refers to an indivi­
dual's attenpt to seek meaning in human behavior (Shaver/ 1975). Fritz 
Heider (1958)/ considered to be the father of attribution theory/ 
argues that people constantly are acquiring information about each 
other and trying to give meaning to that behavior. He further suggests 
that certain patterns in an individual's behavior will contribute to 
the attributions made about that person's behavior. Littlejohn (1978) 
reviewing the research on attribution states that there are three basic 
assumptions about attribution theory. First/ people try to identify 
the causes of behavior. Second/ pec^ le systematically assign causes to 
behavior. Ihird/ the attributions made influence people's attitudes 
and behaviors. Therefore/ in interpersonal ccmnunication we are in­
terpreting others constantly and forming impressions based on vÆiat- 
ever information is available.
In the continuing process of interpreting others / individuals 
rely heavily rpon their ability to infer meaning from behavior. Laing/ 
Phillipson and Lee (1966) state that although people can see and ex­
perience each other/ one individual never is really able to have the 
exact same experience as another. One can only infer the es^ jerience. 
They also point out that humans have two levels of perception. One can 
perceive another directly/ vMch is referred to as perception. One also
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can perceive the other's ej^ jeriences through inferential processes, vMch 
is referred to as meta-perception. This meta-perception or how one 
person thinks another perceives him or her is viiat influences ooranuni- 
cation between people. Therefore, we can assune that regardless of 
accuracy, ccranunication between people may be the result of their per­
ceptions and interpretations of each other (Berger, 1977; Littlejohn, 
1978; and Wilmot, 1979).
Person Perception in Classroons
The principles of person perception are applicable to the 
classroon environment because it also is an interpersonal conmunication 
context. Hovrever, other factors contribute to making this interpersonal 
(xntext different fron other interpersonal contexts. Generally, the 
classroon is considered a place #iere learning occnirs. Students engage 
in person perception as they try to understand the expectations of their 
teachers. For teachers, perception of students sometimes is the basis 
for evaluating studait learning. At the elementary and secondary levels, 
evaluating non-academic student behavior is an integral part of eval­
uation as evidence by the citizenship grade category on report cards. 
Judgments about a student's citizenship usually are based on the 
student's ability or willingness to conform to the social norms and 
ejq)ectations of the educational setting (Phillips, et al., 1974).
Research oonoeming teachers' perceptions of students in the 
classroon is abundant in the literature. The majority of the research 
cones under the heading of teacher expectancy. First, researchers 
investigated vdiether or not teacher expectations are related to various
11
student variables, i.e., social class, race, sex, and achievement.
Second, researchers have investigated viiether or not teacher be­
havior is related to their eaçjectations of students. Ihird, they have 
investigated whether or not teachers cantnunicate their expectations 
to their students. Fourth, they have investigated viiether or not 
teachers' expectations of their students becane self-fulfilling pro­
phecies for the students (Brophy & Good, 1974). A significant inves­
tigation conducted by Itosenthal and Jacobson (1968) revealed the role 
of teacher perceptions in the classroon as veil as the inpact of teacher 
perceptions on students.
Rosenthal and Jacobson investigated induced teacher expectancy 
for student achievement in elementary grades to see if expectations 
would act as self-fulfilling prophecies. In this exqperinent, the 
subjects vere elementary school teachers at every grade level and their 
students. The students were given a test of intellectual ability early 
in the school year. However, teachers were told that the test was de­
signed to determine viiich students would be "intellectual bloomers". 
Students in each teacher's class were randomly selected as "intellectual 
blooners". Teachers were told that these students were late blooners 
and would make remarkable intellectual growth during the ipocming school 
year. Teachers were to teach their classes as usual. At the end of 
the school year, the students were given the intellectual ability test 
again to compare gains in the late blooners with their fellow classmates. 
Ihe results showed that the late blooners had surpassed their classmates 
on the test, especially in the first and second grades. The findings
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frcm this study gained national recognition and led many pec^ le to 
believe that sonehow, teachers' expectations had magical power. The 
findings frcm this study then became the basis for a theoretical model 
in this area.
Ihe Rosenthal and Jacobson study was not without its flaws.
Seme argue that the findings were overly exaggerated and not easily 
interpretable (Brcpt^  & Good, 1974; and Elashoff & Snow, 1971). Attempts 
to replicate the study, even by Rosenthal and Jacobson, generally have 
not been successful. As a result, numerous, criticisms of the research 
have been presented in the literature (Brcpl^  & Good, 1974; Cherry & 
Berman, 1978; and Elashoff & Snow, 1971). First, the type of expec­
tation used in this study has been under suspicion. Rosenthal and 
Jacobson "induced" teacher expectations instead of identifying the 
natural expectations teachers had for their students. Second, the re­
searchers did not observe the teacher-student interactions in the 
classrocm. Their findings were based only on pre-test and post-test 
results. They argued that teachers communicated their expectations to 
students and students behaved accordingly. However, there was no way 
of identifying the processes involved in ocmmunicating the expectations. 
Additionally, attempts to replicate this study might have been unsuc­
cessful because later researchers altered aspects of the design. For 
example, the period of time during which espectations vere examined 
varied (Fielder, Cohen & Feeney, 1971) ; the hypotheses have been tested 
at the secondary level instead of at the elementary level (Goldsmith & 
Fry, 1970) ; and some researchers have used more that one treatment group
13
(Fleming & Antomen, 1971).
Ihe weaknesses in the Rosenthal and Jacobson stu^ along with 
later researchers' inability to replicate the findings led Brophy and 
Good (1974) to believe that the original ejqsectancy model was not 
valid. They offered an alternative model suggesting that:
1. Teachers form differential expectations for 
student performance;
2. Teachers then begin to treat students dif­
ferently according to their differential exr 
pectations;
3. Students respond differently because they are 
related differently;
4. A student will exhibit behavior that cotpli- 
ments and reinforces a teacher's e:ç5ectations 
for him or her;
5. For seme students, acadanic performance may 
improve, vdiile for others it will be depressed, 
the change being in the direction of tea­
cher expectation;
6. The effects of the ejpectaticns will becane 
evident at the end of the year giving support 
for the self-fulfilling prophecy (Brcphy &
Good, 1974, pp. 365-366).
Later research in the area of teacher expectations for student-related
variables tended to use this theoretical model for explaining research
findings. In the next section, sane of the research related to teacher
behaviors and their expectations will be discussed.
Teachers' Verbal Messages in Relation to their Perceptions of Students
Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman and Smith (1966) published the findings 
frcm a major investigation cxi classrooms in New York City public schools. 
The purpose of the study was to examine the teaching process by analyzing
14
language behavior of teachers and students. They suggested that tea­
cher behavior was reciprocally related to the student's behavior, and 
that all participants in classrooms contribute to the meanings that 
are shared in this setting. The researchers examined teacher language 
in fifteen different high school classrooms where the subject matter 
was the same. Data were collected by using audiot^ 5e recorders. Their 
data revealed that teachers' verbal actions could be classified into 
four categories. The categories of behaviors are the primary ones 
that later researchers used to identify the vei±)al messages teachers 
communicate. From these four general categories, more specific cate­
gories of verbal behavior were generated, seme of vbich will be dis­
cussed in this section. One category, structuring behaviors, establishes 
the context for any behavior. For exaitple, vben the teacher begins 
the lesson, he or she may preview the lesson or indicate the lesson ob­
jectives. The second category, soliciting behaviors, is designed to 
encourage and elicit response. Questions are examples of soliciting 
behavior. The third category, responding behaviors, is reciprocally 
related to soliciting behaviors. It fulfills the e:ç)ectation of solic­
iting behavior. A teacher's ansvrer to a student's question is an 
example of responding behavior.
The discussion on teacher verbal behavior is presented be­
cause these are the types of behaviors that have been examined in re­
lation to teachers' perceptions. In the following subsections, teachers' 
verbal messages in relation to students' socioeooncmic background, race, 
sex, achievement, and ccmnunication style will be discussed.
15
Socio-eœnaTds Background. One of the earliest studies in 
this area vas conducted by Davis and Dollard (1940). They conducted 
extensive case study investigations of eight black children in Missis­
sippi and Lousiana vho represented different social classes in black 
society. The researchers collected personality data on the children 
through interviews. Through discussions with teachers and observations 
of children in class, they found that teachers gave praise to students 
fran higher socio-econanic backgrounds, and criticism and punishment to 
students fron lower socio-econanic backgrounds. In a later investigation, 
Rist (1970) examined caimunication patterns between teachers and students 
in kindergarten and second grade ghetto schools. Students were divided 
into three ability groups. Despite the fact that teachers were from 
lew socio-economic backgrounds, teachers interacted more frequently 
and mere positively with students in the high ability group.
Amato (1975) also investigated teacher perceptions of socio - 
econanic background. She had 30 female teachers ccarplete senantic dif­
ferential scales and questionnaires with possible verbal responses for 
a 12 year old boy posing as a fourth grader. For each of the four 
groups of teachers, the researchers manipulated the child's social 
class and I.Q. The findings were conflicting. In one experiment, 
she found that in one group vdxere teachers were told the child was 
fron a lower socio-econanic background, the child was given a great 
number of positive affect statements. However, in another experiment, 
she found in a group vhere teachers were told the child was from a 
higher socio-econanic background, they also gave the child a signif­
icantly greater number of positive affect statements. Her hypotheses
16
were not supported.
Pace. Rubcvits and Maehr (1973) examined teacher messages to 
black and vdiite junior high students. In a microteaching situation, 
white student teachers taught a small group with two black and two vMte 
students. Th^ reported that blacks were given less attention, were 
asked for faver respaises, encouraged less, ignored more, criticized 
more and praised less than vhite students. The findings frcm this 
study were alarming because it gave seme indication of the prejudicial 
behaviors that some teachers might carry into the classroom.
In an earlier stuc^ , however, Datta, Schaefer, and Davis (1963) 
looked at percutions of race with 100 black and 100 white seventh 
graders in a surburban school environment. They were primarily interested 
in teachers' percutions of black students. One teacher for each stu­
dent vras contacted by mail and asked to rate the student on his or her 
social adjustment in class. They found that for black students in 
black classrocm settings, teachers messages varied according to the I.Q. 
of the students.
In a hi^ ily controlled experiment, Coates (1972) designed a 
study so that teachers thought a particular child was making certain 
types of responses to demonstrate that the child was learning. Subjects 
could see the children viiile working with them, but could not see nor 
hear the children's re^xmses. Following the instructional exercise, 
teachers were asked to give children feedback ranging frcm praise to 
criticism and to complété an adjective checklist on the students.
He reported that there were no significant differences between the types
17
of feedback given to white and black students by the female subjects. 
H3wsver, the male teachers gave more negative feedback to black children 
and rated them significantly more negatively than the vMte children.
Sex. Three research studies examined this variable. Jackson 
and Lahademe (1967) focused on teachers' behaviors toward fourth and 
sixth grade students. Researchers observed the classes of two male 
and two female teachers for two months. Th^ found that boys received 
more teacher dis^proval and criticism than girls. Moreover, Waetjen 
(1962) found that vdien giving criticism to boys, teachers used a 
harsher and angrier tone. However, viien criticizing girls, teachers 
used a conversation tone. Brc^ hy and Good (1974) are quick to point 
out that these findings do not necessarily mean that teachers unfairly 
criticize male students. The way males and fanales are socialized 
seans to affect their classrocm behavior. Also, at the elementary 
school level, atphasis is placed on verbal and intellectual activities, 
which generally are oriented towards girls, and not on physical act­
ivities, vMcfa generally are oriented towards boys. Additionally, the 
fact that the majority of elanentary school teachers are fanale may 
explain why fanale teachers treat girls differently. They may be more 
familiar with fanale experiences in that environment. The orientation 
of schools is apprcpriate for girls and simply different fcon the 
orientation of beys. Boys more frequently appear to break classrocm 
rules.
In contrast to the above findings, Duncan and Biddle (1974) 
reviewed other studies on teachers' perceptions of students and found
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that boys received more teacher praise than girls. Even with simil­
arities in methodologies/ the findings were contradictory.
Achievanent. The majority of studies on teacher behavior 
have been done in relation to expectations about student achievement. 
Numerous studies have been published by Brophy, Good and their associates. 
Their research has been conducted mostly in elementary school classrooms. 
They developed their own classrocm observation instrument, the Brophy- 
Good Interaction Observation System (Brophy & Good, 1970), primarily 
because other instruments could not be used for observing and recording 
teacher-pupil dyadic interactions. For the most part, the research 
findings in this area have been consistent. Good (1970) reported 
that first grade teachers gave more response opportunities and more 
positive feedback to high achieving students than to low achieving 
students. Kranz, Wdaer, and Fishell (1970) who worked with 20 elem­
entary school teachers found also that there were significantly more 
interactions with students ranked high. Combleth and Button (1973) 
later investigated percutions of achievement among high school students. 
They asked teachers to rank their students from high to low. They 
discovered that teachers had a significantly higher number of contacts, 
used more direct teacher questions, and used longer responses with 
high achieving students. Blakley, Jahns, and Schroeder (1972) 
examined college teachers' behaviors in relation to their perceptions 
among adult learners in an adult education course. Based on the data 
derived from a modified version of Flanders Interaction Analysis System, 
they found that teachers used significantly more warming statanents
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and significantly fewer cooling statanents with high performing students.
While the majority of the studies reviewed on achievement were 
r^ xarted in the literature during the early 1970s, Woolfolk's (1978) 
recent literature review shows that statements such as "good" and 
thank you" were positively related to students perceived as high achievers.
Student Oatmunication Style. The few studies that have inves­
tigated the student's classrocm oonmunication have focused primarily on 
language use in classrooms. Williams, Whitehead, and Miller (1972) 
studied the language use of black, Hispanic and white fifth and sixth 
graders. All children were interviewed by a young white female in a 
room where the interaction was videotaped. The interviewer used a 
semi-formal style to elicit continuous speech from the children. For 
exairple, the interviewer asked the children about their favorite 
television shews. The videotape was presented to small groups of black 
and white teachers and they were asked to carplete semantic differential 
scales on the children. They were also asked to assign the child to a 
class level. Based on the findings frcm the senantic differential and 
the ability group placements, the researchers inferred that the 
children who used nonstandard speech probably would receive more negative 
feedback, regardless of the race of the teacher.
More recently. Cherry and Berman (1978) examined teachers' 
perceptions of students' communication ccnpetence in elementary school 
classrooms. They defined ccranunication ccnpetence as ^ ropriate 
language use in the classrocm. They described a ccnpetent student as 
one who knows vhen, where, and with whom to speak and how to interpret
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inplicit classrocm rules. Teachers were asked to rank their students 
according to their oonmunication ccnpetence in the classrocm. To identify 
teachers' language behaviors, they audiot^ Jed and videotaped one lesson 
frcm each class. Teacher messages were categorized according to the 
categories on a teacher behavior observation system developed ky Cherry. 
They reported a significant nunber of elicitations for information for 
students rated as ccnpetent ocmnunicators. However, only three of the 
seven teachers provided these students with significantly more positive 
feedback. The mixed findings lead them to believe that the Brophy and 
Good model and the Rosenthal and Jacobson model were weak. However, 
the lack of sufficient data to test the hypotheses might also be a 
possible explanation for not getting the expected findings.
Several studies were cited in the oonmunication literature 
concerning teacher expectations for students vho are ccnmunication ap- 
prehensives (Frianuth, 1976; ftCroskey & Andersen, 1976; McCroskey &
Daly, 1976; and Snythe & Powers, 1978). However, they have not focused 
on how teachers behave in relation to their expectations of students. 
Instead, th^ have inferred that since teachers have expectations for 
apprehensive students that are different frcm their expectations for 
non-apprehensive students, then teachers probably have different sets 
of behaviors.
Students' Classrocm Ccnmunication Behavior
In the previous secticn, the literature on teachers' perceptions 
of students' race, social class, achievement, sex, and ccnmunication 
style were presented. Although the research on teachers' perceptions
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of students' (xntnunication style focused mostly on the student's pro­
priété use of language or the student's apprehension about ooranunicating* 
the research studies have not examined the way teachers ccranunicate 
with students vto exhibit appreciate classroom oonmunication, i.e., 
volunteering to repjnd in class, listening attentively, interacting 
freely with classmates, and not challenging the teacher. These con- 
munication behaviors will be ej^ lored in this section as possible 
variables that should be examined vÆien investigating teacher oonmuni­
cation in relation to their perceptions of their students. Specifically, 
the discussion will be devoted to a description of the ccnmunication 
behaviors teachers expect their students to esdiibit in class.
In general, teachers consider oral performance in the classrocm 
an important indication of a student's overall abilitites. A student 
who is able to express himself or herself clearly is assumed to be 
bri^t and intelligent. Teachers assume that "we all leam hew to 
speak at our mother's knee" and therefore should be willing and able 
to be articulate in the classrocm (Phillips, et al., 1974, p. 25). 
Unfortunately, this assurption is not necessarily valid. Consequently, 
students may be punished because of this misconception. This miscon­
ception may explain vhy teachers at any level eipect certain oral 
ocmmunication skills of their students.
Several researchers have described the oral oonmunication 
behaviors that might be present in the classrocm. Phillips, et al., 
provide a list of eight behaviors that students should have in the 
classroom:
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1. express Ideas
2. ask and answer questions
3. make reports
4. participate in oral groip activities
5. express points of view
6. talk with others
7. make requests
8. ask for help
Other attempts also have been nede to describe the oral com­
munication skills that students should have, and these skills also 
are necessary for the classrocm. Allen & Brown (1974, pp. 251-252), 
vAiose research efforts r^resent the first major attenpt to identify 
communication ccnpetencies for children, present five areas of behaviors 
that children should have.
1. Oontrolling. These are acts in which the par­
ticipants' dominant purpose is to control be­
havior. These ac±s include behaviors such as 
conmanding, suggesting, permitting, threatening, 
warning, prohibiting, contracting, refusing, 
bargaining, rejecting, acknowledging, justi­
fying, persuading, and arguing.
2. Feeling. These are acts in which the parti­
cipants' dominant purpose is to express feel­
ings and attitudes as an affective response.
These acts tend to be spontaneous and are mani­
fested because of the satisfactions they carry 
for the participants. Behaviors such as ex­
claiming, esgressing a state or an attitude, 
taunting, commiserating, tale-telling, and 
blaming are included here.
3. I^oiming. These are acts in which the par­
ticipants' purpose is to offer to seek in­
formation. These acts include behaviors 
such as stating pieces of information, ques­
tioning, answering, justifying, naming, point­
ing out an object, demonstrating, explaining, 
and acknowledging.
4. Ritualizing. These are acts that serve pri­
marily to maintain social relationships and 
to facilitate social interaction. Such acts
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include greeting, taking leave, partic­
ipating in verbal games (pat-a-cake), re- 
citingt_taking turns in conversations, par- 
ticipain^in culturally ^ prc^ ariate speech 
modes "(e.g., shucking, jiving, playing 
the dozens), and demonstrating culturally 
appropriate amenities.
5. ]jnagining. Ihese are acts that cast the 
participants in imaginary situations. These 
acts include creative behaviors such as 
role-plying, fantasizing, speculating, 
dramatizing, theorizing, and storytelling.
Vfood (1977) has further developed these carpetencies identified by Allen
and Brown. She has described specific objectives and activities for
K-12 that might help teachers develop these competencies in their students.
Another type of ccnmunication behavior typically found in the 
classrocm is ocmmunication yprehension. The extensive research con­
ducted by McCrosky and his colleagues points to numerous problems for 
those students vho are anxious about ccitmunicating with others. In 
general, canrnunication yprehension may prevent a student frcm success­
fully corpleting an assignment, attending class regularly, and may 
affect his or her grade point average (McCroskey, 1977). Moreover, 
vhen people vho perceive themselves to be ccnmunication apprehensives 
are asked to describe themselve, they generally state seven prdolem 
areas (Phillips, 1977, p. 37) :
1. inability to open conversations with 
strangers or to make small talk;
2. inability to extend conversations or to 
initiate friendships;
3. inability to follow the thread of dis­
cussion or to make pertinent remarks in 
discussions;
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4. inability to answer questions asked in 
a normal classrocm or job situation;
5. incorpetence at answering questions that 
arise on the job or in the classroom, not 
through lack of knowledge, but an in­
ability to phrase or time answers;
6. inability to deliver a ccnplete message 
even though it is planned and organized; 
and
7. general ineptitude in ccnmunication sit­
uations characterized by avoidance of 
participation.
These behaviors that Phillips has described are the kinds of behaviors 
that teachers would consider unacceptable in the classrocm (Phillips, 
et al., 1974).
Friedrich, Galvin and Book (1976) provide a detailed descrip­
tion of classrocm ccnmunication behaviors, suggesting that the behaviors 
be present in classrocms at any level. They divide the student behaviors 
into three categories: self-oriented; other-oriented; and teacher- 
oriented. Self-oriented students are those vÆiose communication behaviors 
are not dependent upon continued interaction with others. They cite 
four exaitples of this type of student. First, the silent student is one 
vho veriDally or physically withdraws frcm the rest of the class, and 
the teacher may not know vhy the student does not participate in class 
discussions. The second exairple, the marble taker, is one who also 
withdraws, however only after his or her ideas have been challenged or 
ignored. The student may take a sour grapes attitude. The third ex­
ample, the discouraged worker, is one vho is capable and intelligent, 
but is overly critical of his or her own work. This student beccmes 
depressed easily and may also withdraw. The fourth example, the
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independent worker/ is self-directed, self-ionotivated and participates 
freely in class; however, his or her ocmnunication is designed to con­
firm his or her notions about the self.
The second category includes other-oriented student behaviors. 
Here the authors have identified five exaitples. The first is the 
dictator vho is dcmineering, boisterous and seldom listens to others.
Ihe second exaitple, the facilitator, is cooperative, works well with 
others, participates freely and tries to maintain harmonious relations 
with others. The third exaitple, the attention seeker, is usually 
verbally and nonverbally active, a prankster, light-hearted, and some­
times inpedes classprogress. Ihe fourth, the prize fighter, is dis­
ruptive, argumentative and generally exhibits negative disruptive be­
haviors. The fifth, the point picker, nitpicks and takes issue with 
anything and anyone. His or her behaviors may iitpede groip progess.
The last example, the hero, is also considered disruptive. This 
student is verbally aggressive and may question the teacher's authority.
The third category is referred to as teacher-oriented 
student behavior. A student vAiose behavior is teacher-oriented generally 
attempts to seek teacher ^ proval or attack the teacher's authority. 
Regardless of the behavior, his or her prime motivation is the conscious 
knowledge of the teacher's authority. The authors identify three ex­
amples of this behavior. The first, the sniper, is a disruptive stu­
dent vmo frequently challenges the teacher's authority verbally or non­
verbally. The student may make derogatory comments to the teacher. 
Generally, the student creates a hostile environment for the teacher.
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The second exaitple, the anxious dependent, student is concerned about 
how the teacher perceives him or her. This student rarely initiates 
interaction and tends to give answers more than ask questions. When 
this student talks, it usually is with great hesitation and in a ques­
tioning manner. Ife or she lacks self-confidence and relies on the 
teacher's opinion of his or her self-worth. The last exanple includes 
the conpliant student and the apple polisher. The ccnpliant student 
usually does not question the teacher's authority, is positive, and 
dees vhat he or she thinks the teacher epects. The apple polisher 
overtly supports the teacher both verbally and nonverbally. The 
authors suggest that the teacher nay look to these students for signs 
of support and acceptance of ideas. These students wish to gain ap­
proval frcm the authority figure in the classrocm.
In an extensive investigation of the college classrocm,
Mann, Arnold, Binder, Cytrybaum, Newitan, Ringwald, Ringwald, and 
Rosenwein (1970) examined teacher-student interaction in an attempt to 
ejplain the changing college classrocm. They used different techniques 
to uncover this information. Students frcm four different classrooms 
were observed, interviewed extensively and asked to ccnplete six dif­
ferent instruments. Information about their SAT scores also was 
acquired. All of these data were submitted to cluster analysis vhich 
yielded seven categories of student behavior. These clusters of be­
havior were described by Friedrich, et al. They include the discouraged 
worker, the independent worker, the attention seeker, the hero, the 
sniper, the anxious d^ >endent and the ccnpliant student. However, the 
most important finding from the investigation was the identification
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of the behaviors deemed most ^ propriété for the college classrocm.
These are the behaviors that are most inportant to this investigation.
The appropriate behaviors they identified vere typical of the ccnpliant 
student. Mann, et al. describe the student as passive, asks questions 
freely, volunteers information to the teacher, actively participates 
in grotp discussions, and does not verbally or nonverbally tiireaten the 
teacher. Teachers rely upon these students as a gauge of their effec­
tiveness, because these are the students vho they believe to be most 
attentive.
Summary
This section has been devoted to a review of literature relevant 
to the specific research questions of this dissertation. Person per­
ception, which provided a theoretical perspective for the study, showed 
that person perception and ccnmunication are inextricably interwoven.
Each impacts on the other. îferson perception in the classrocm was 
examined to shew how teachers' perceptions of their students might in­
fluence the interaction in this setting. The literature provided evi­
dence that teachers do catraunicate differentially with students for #cm 
they have different sets of percutions. Previously conducted research 
on teacher verbal messages in relation to their perceptions of student- 
related variables also was reviewed. In general, the research supports 
the assumptions that teachers ccnmunicate more frequently and more fav­
orably with students they perceive positively, and less frequently and 
less favorably with students they perceive negatively. Last, the re­
search on student classrocm carmunication behavior was reviewed to
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identify another student related variable that should be investigated 
in relation to teachers'perceptions. Ihis section described the ocrarai- 
nication behaviors teachers consider to be appropriate for the class­
rocm. The informaticn frcm this review also served as the basis for 
the categories cn the Student Classrocm Oonmunication Behavior Scale 
that will be (Ascribed in Ch^ )ter II.
After reviewing the available research, it was evident that the 
investigation of teachers' messages in relation to their perceptions of 
their student's classrocm canttunicaticxi was important and necessary. 
Scholars only have focused on how teachers talk with students who are 
frcm different backgrounds, or vho use appropriate or inappropriate 
language. Although the communication behavior referred to as ccmmuni- 
cation ^ prehension has been studied extensively, it has not been examined 
in relation to teachers', messages. As indicated earlier, teachers often 
make judgments about a student's achievanent or I.Q. based on the stu­
dent's verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Still researchers have not 
examined the behaviors directly. If a researcher wants to understand 
perception, he or she should examine it in relation to dynamic variables
i.e., verbal or nonverbal communication. The formation of perceptions 
of people occurs through ocmmunication between people (Laing, et al.,
1966; and Smythe & Powers, 1978). The examination of teachers' messages 
in relation to their percutions of student ccnmunication behaviors 
would be a significant study.
Examination of the literature also indicates that if research 
on this topic is to be conducted, careful consideration must be given to 
the research methods used to ansvœr questions. The literature review
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suggests that the findings frcm previous research were conflicting be­
cause of the methods used to answer research questions. For exatrple, 
researchers have used different methods of identi^ing teachers per­
ceptions, i.e., rank ordering, adjective checklist, personality scales, 
none of vMch directly measured teachers' perceptions (Brophy & Good, 
1974). Researchers also have used different techniques to observe 
teachers. Seme researchers collected data with video equipment or through 
direct observations (Cherry & Berman, 1978). Seme researchers did not 
observe teachers, yet they still made inferences about teachers' verbal 
messages (Amato, 1975; and McCroskey & Daly, 1976). Another methodo­
logical problem is related to the number of teachers observed. Of the 
studies reviewed above, in only two were more than ten teachers observed 
(Amato, 1975; and Kranz, et al., 1975) A research experiment of this 
kind may not require necessarily that a large number of teachers, i.e., 
20, be observed. Hcwever, a researcher might consider deserving ten 
teachers to be sure of getting a variely of veriaal communication styles 
during teacher-student interactions. Last, even though tzeachers' 
messages have been studies, the organization of these messages has not 
been examined. Investigating how teachers organize their messages to 
studen-ts with different abilities might uncover useful information about 
teachers' messages not yet known. Given the weaknesses in previous 
methodologies, the absence of microsccpic analysis of teachers' messages, 
and the overall absence of research on the topic of teachers' messages 
in relation to their perceptions of students' classrocm ocmmunication, 
the specific research questions raised should be answered.
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Hypotheses
Fran the research questions posed earlier, seven i^ p^otheses 
were proposed for testing, lb ansvrer the first research question, five 
hypothèses wre tested.
H ; There will be significant differences among 
 ^ the frequencies of the ten categories of
statements teachers use with students rated 
high on the SOCBS.
Hg: There will be significant differences among
the frequencies of the ten categories of 
statements teachers use with students rated 
low on the SCCBS.
Œhese hypotheses were tested to determine vAiether teachers do distinguish 
among the statements they use with students in oollege classrocms.
The literature indicates that at the elementary and secondary levels, 
teachers do make distinctions among the statements the use depending 
upon how they perceive the students (Brophy & Good, 1974).
H^ : Teachers will use significantly more
positive affect statements (praises, 
listens to, uses ideas) with students 
they rate high on the SGCBS that with 
students they rate low on the SCCBS.
H.: Teachers will use significantly more
neutral affect statements (content ques­
tions, stimulating questions, lectures, 
gives orders) with students they rate 
high on the SCCBS than with students 
they rate lew on the SOCBS.
Hg: Teachers will use significantly more
negative affect statements (rejects, re­
jects with correction, criticizes) with 
students they rate low cn the SCCBS 
than with students they rate high on the 
SCCBS.
These three hypotheses were designed to test vhether teachers used dif­
ferent statements between the high rated students and the low rated
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students at the college level. The hypotheses are directional because 
the research literature suggests that teachers tend to use positive and 
neutral statements with students perceived favorably; and th^ tend to 
use negative statements with students perceived unfavorably (Brophy &
Good, 1974; Cherry & Berman, 1978; and Smythe & Powers, 1978).
A sixth hypothesis was tested to answer the second research
question.
Hg: There will be a significant difference 
between the mean number of statanents in 
teacher messages with students rated high 
on the SCCBS and the mean number of state­
ments in teacher messages with students 
rated low on the SCCBS.
This hypothesis was designed to look at the length of teachers' messages 
in terms of the number of statanents in the message. The length of a 
message was determined this way because the units of analyses were the 
individual sentences, as well as the sentence in relation to other sen­
tences. The amount of time a teacher spent talking to a student during 
interaction (e.g., number of seconds) was not of interest in this study.
The third research question was answered in two parts. A seventh
hypothesis was tested.
There will be a significant difference 
between the mean number of interactions 
between the teachers and students rated 
hic^ i on the SCCBS and the mean number of 
interactions between teachers and students 
rated low on the SOCBS.
This hypothesis was tested to determine vhether teachers at the college
level interacted more frequently with one group of students than with
another group of students. To finish answering the third research
question, interactions were analyzed in terms of the type of interaction
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in.which teachers and students engaged. Percentages were calculated for
each interaction type and the findings discussed in Ch^Æer IV.
The last research question was an esqjloratory question designed
to determine the ways teachers organized the verbal statements in their
messages. The question asked was:
How do teachers organize the verbal state­
ments in their messages vhen they oommuni- 
cate with students rated high on the Student 
Classrocm Camiunication Behavior Scale and 
vhen th^ talk with students rated low on 
the Student Classroom Ccnmunication Behavior 
Scale?
Presently, there is no research reported that describes how teachers 
organize their messages vhen they talk with students, to justify the 
formulation of hypotheses. The answer to the question will provide more 
specific information about the way teachers talk to different kinds of 
students.
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents a discussion of the methodology used to 
ansvrer the questions of this investigation. The chuter will discuss 
the samples, instrumentation, procedures and data analyses.
Sample
The data employed in this research investigation consisted of 
two independent samples of ccnmunication behavior. Each sample was 
coiprised of teacher verbal statements that occurred in teacher-student 
interactions. One sample consisted of 591 teacher statements that oc­
curred during interactions with students that teachers had rated high on 
the SCCBS. The other sample consisted of 325 teacher statements that 
occurred during interactions with students that teachers had rated low 
on the SOCBS. Table 1 shows the number of statements in each cate­
gory of the teacher behavior observation instrument for both the high 
group and the lew group. The number of statements in each sample was 
based on the sample requirements of the primary statistical test used in 
this investigation, which was chi square. According to Siegel (1956,
EP. 174-179), every cell in the contingency table should have a minimum 
expected frequency of five. To calculate the expected frequency for 
each cell, the total number of observations for the rcw is multiplied by
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Table 1
Observed Frequencies in Teacher Behavior Categories 
for High Group and low Group
High-"
low
Praises
Accepts
or
Listens
Uses
Ideas
Re­
jects
Ideas
Re­
jects
w/oor^
rection
Criti­
cizes
Con­
tent
Quest
Thought
Quest
Gives
info
Gives
direc­
tions
35 161 86 22 12 9 68 49 101 48
17 60 34 19 6 12 44 18 71 24
^  = 591 
^  = 325
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the total number of observations for the column viiere the category is 
located, and divided by the total number of observations (Siegel, 1956, 
p. 175; and Guilford & Fruchter, 1978, p. 201). If the expected fre­
quency for any of the cells had been less than five, an alternative 
procedure, the Yates Correction for Continuity, would have been used 
(Guilford & Fruchter, 1978, p. 202). Hov^ ver, this procedure was not 
necessary.
The teacher statements observed in this study came from state­
ments that occurred in teacher-student interactions in the classroom.
The teachers were ten graduate teaching assistants in the Department of 
Ccnmunication at the University of Oklahoma. All teachers had at 
least one semester of eaqjerience teaching the course Ccnmunication 1113, 
vhich also was the course where observations were made. Although it 
might seem that observing the verbal ocmmunication behavior of cxnmuni- 
cation teachers vrould provide misleading information about the way col­
lege teachers cxsimunicate, in general, the researc± literature does not 
provide evidenœ to support the assunption that ccnmunication teachers 
are different from other tea<±ers. Ten teachers were selected in an 
attarpt to have a variety of ccnmunication styles within the interacztion 
metiiod. Teachers were chserved throughout three units of instruction. 
Sinœ it was possible that a teacher's style of ocnmunicating might be 
related to his or her personal interest in the subject matter. Ob­
serving teachers across instructional units was an attenpt to increase 
the chanœs of getting a relatively ecjual amount of data for all 
teachers.
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The students with viion teachers interacted were undergraduates 
enrolled in the Ccnmunication 1113, vMch is the introductory level 
course in ^ )eech oonmunication. Because the course content is controlled 
by a course director, all students are exposed to the same content 
materials. In an attempt to control for course content, classes vere 
observed between the sixth and twelth weeks of the semester. By the 
sixth week of the semester, all students had at least two examinations, 
one written assignment, and at least three classrocm activities. By 
this time, teachers were familiar with students' names and had formed 
impressions about their students. Between weeks six and twelve, the 
course content covered interviewing, group communication, and intro­
duction to public speaking. The course content and related activities 
usually generated interaction between teachers and students. Classes 
were not observed after the twelth week because teachers generally were 
pr^ jaring students for speeches or students were giving speeches.
Classes were observed only when teachers were interacting with students. 
Therefore, prior to each class session, teachers were contacted to be 
sure they were not lecturing, giving examinations nor listening to 
speeches. If these activities were occurring in a class, the class was 
not observed cn that day.
Instrumentation
TVo different instruments were used in this investigation. The 
first instrument, which was the Student Classroom Ccmmunication Behavior 
Scale was developed by the researcher. The areas included on the in­
strument ware derived frcm the literature on student classrocm ccmmuni­
cation sxitmarized in Chapter II. The instrument has three sections:
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1. Student initiated interaction with teacher;
2. Student response style to teacher; and
3. Student interaction with classmates.
Each section of the instrument has bipolar adjective scales employing a 
nine point semantic differential-type scaling procedure. These scales 
were selected frcm the Osgood/ Suci and Tannenbaum's (1971) research on 
the semantic differential because they appeared to be very similar to 
descriptions of acceptable and unacceptable ccranunication behaviors in 
the classrocm.
Each student's score was determined by totaling the rating on 
each scale and dividing the sum by the number of scales on the instru­
ment. Since there were eight scales on the instrument, the total score 
was divided by eight. If a student scored frcm one to three on the SOCBS, 
he or she was assigned to the lew grotp. If a student scored frcm 
seven to nine on the SCCBS, he or she was assigned to the high group.
A pilot study was conducted with a sanple of three teachers and 
150 of their students. Teachers and students were similar to the ones 
vdio were used in the actual research experiment. The teachers were grad­
uate teaching assistants in the D^ iartment of Ccranunication at the Uni­
versity of Oklahoma, and the students were undergraduates enrolled in the 
Communication 1113 course. The pilot study was conducted to determine 
the validity of reliability of the instrument.
Teachers caipleted SCCBS forms cxi 150 of their students. A 
principle conponen-ts factor analysis with varimax rotation was used to 
test validity for the instrument. This analysis yielded a three factor 
solution with 63.1% of the variance explained by Factor I, 12.9% of the
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of the variance explained by Factor II/ and 9.9% of the variance ex­
plained ky Factor III (see Table 2). The information provided frcm the 
analysis indicated vàiich dimensions were important to classroom teachers. 
The original instnment inclined four sections. The rotated factor ana­
lysis sheared that itans one and two vMch loaded significantly on Factor 
I, vere the items that corresponded with Student initiated interaction 
with teacher. ïtems three/ four/ and five vMch loaded significantly 
on Factor II corresponded with Student response style to teacher.
Item six, vhich loaded significantly on both Factors I and II, vas elim­
inated from the instrunent. According to Fbrlinger, (1974, gp. 672-673), 
vhen a factor loads significantly on more than one factor, it indicates 
that the item has more than one dimension. Only items that measured 
one dimension vere desirable. Items eight, nine and ten vhich loaded 
significantly on Factor III corresponded with Student interaction with 
classmates. Item seven, which loaded significantly on Factors I and III, 
was eliminated because it measured more than one dimension. The item 
also corresponded with a fourth area, vhich was student listening be- ' 
havior. Since the item was eliminated and a fourth factor vhich might 
have been related to listening did not emerge from the factor analysis, 
this section was eliminated from the instrument. The instrument included 
only those items that significantly loaded on one of the factors (see 
Table 3). The instrument was revised so that it only had three sec­
tions (see appendix A).
Instrument reliability was determined through inter-item cor­
relations. These correlations indicated the internal consistency es­
timate of reliability for the instrument. It also yielded a reliability
Table 2
Variance Explained by 
Factors on SCCBS
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Factor Eigenvalue Percent of Variance
Cumnulative
Percent
1 6.31 63.1 63.1
2 1.29 12.9 75.9
3 .99 9.9 85.9
4 .53 5.3 91.1
5 .36 3.6 94.7
6 .19 1.9 96.2
7 .16 1.6 98.2
8 .09 1.0 99.1
9 .07 .7 99.8
10 .02 .2 100.0
Table 3
Varimax Rotated Factor
Matrix, SCCBS
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
VI .17 .09 .90
V2 .35 .44 .72
V3 .35 .77 .27
V4 .27 .92 .13
V5 .18 .91 .16
V6 .66 .60 .07
V7 .82 .33 .67
VS .80 .33 .26
V9 .89 .23 .20
VIO .91 .25 .09
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coefficient for the instrument. If the reliability coefficient ranges 
betvreen .3 and .8, the test generally is regarded as acceptable (Guilford 
& Fruchter, 1978, pp. 356-358). The reliability coefficient for this 
instrument was .78.
The second instrument was a modified version of the Hugh Perkins 
Teacher Behavior Observation Systsn (Simon & Boyer, 1974). It was 
designed to categorize the verbal statements of teachers from direct 
observations in class or from videot^ aes. In this stutty, teachers' 
verbal statements were observed with video equipment. Of the 99 cto- 
servation instruments described in Simon and Boyer, this one seemed 
most ^ propriété for the research experiment. Other instruments were 
designed to observe interaction between participants as a unit, or 
they were time saitple instruments where data had to be collected every 
few seconds. None of the instruments were oriented specifically for 
the college classrocm. However, one instrument appeared to be adaptable 
to the college classrocm, and to the data that needed to be collected. 
Several changes in the instrument were made to make it ^ prcpriate for 
this study. One category, vhich was designed to code the teacher's be­
havior vihen he or she was not interacting with students (i.e., giving 
a test or not present in the classrocm was not included in the in­
strument. The instrument also included a section designated as teacher 
roles, and it was eliminated. One category was added to the instrument, 
vhich was rejection with correction to distinguish between the two kinds 
of rejection statements teachers used with students. After revisions, the 
instrument had ten categories and the categories were organized into 
three major grotps (see appendix B).
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Groip One, vMch was labelled positive affect statements, had
three categories. The first category consisted of statements vhere the
teacher enthusiastically praised or encouraged the student. Sample
statements from the data included;
"That's a boy!"
"Far out!"
"You're doing great!"
"Keep on plugging!"
The second category consisted of statements that showed that the
teacher was listening to the student and accepted vhat the student said.
Sample statements frcm the data included:
"0. K."
"Yeah. "
"Mrm-Mmn. "
The third category included statements where the teacher used the student's
ideas. Sample messages from ths data included:
"Johnny says there are four categories."
"Three of those types as Rebel said were not 
included."
"You idea about role conflict in groups 
should be considered by the rest of us."
Group TVro, vhich was labelled negative affect statements had
three categories. The first category referred to teacher statements
vAiere the teacher rejected the student's ideas. Sanple statements from
the data included:
"No."
"Not quite."
"You can't be serious."
The second category included statements vhere the teacher rejected the
student's ideas and corrected the student. The teacher might give the
student a more appropriate response. Sample statements from the data
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included:
"Nô, there are three."
"Not exactly, although talking might be 
a better vay of handling it."
The third category referred to statements vhere the teacher criticized
the student^  verbal or nonverbal behaviors. Sairple statements fron
the data included:
"Don't say the test is not fair because it 
was hard."
"Well it's in the book, so read it."
"îfe're not there yet, but we'll get to it 
vhen I say so."
"Why didn't you speak Bay?"
Group Three, viMch was labelled neutral affect statements, 
consisted of four categories. The first category included statements 
vhere the teacher asked questions related to content. These questions 
vere usually yes-no type, or questions beginning with the words what, how 
many, vhen, or vhere. The data also revealed statements beginning with 
these words, yet not forming questions related to course content. These 
type questions were included in this category. Sample statements inr 
eluded:
"Did you have a question, Mark?"
"What are the methods of delivery?"
"What format did you use for deciding?"
"Is there a better way of choosing a trpic?"
The second category refers to questions designed to stimulate student
thinking. These questions usually bega with the words wt^ r or how.
Sample statements ûron the data included:
"How might they have resolved their conflict?"
"Why didn't they listen to you, Mark?
"Why is conversational style better?"
The -third category included stiat^ ents where the teacher gave the
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student infonnation or gave his or her opinions. Sanple statements fron 
the data included;
"Whai tMD people have ccnpletely different 
goals; the chances of conflict are greater."
"I think you would, have done better if I had 
given you more information."
The fourth category included statements viiere the teacher gave the
student directions or ordered the student to do something. Sairple
statements from the data included:
"Rebel." (calling on the student to respond)
"Jeannie, read that section on page 132."
"John, you work in this group."
"Let's see, your group will be first."
In the pilot study described above, three teachers ware observed 
to give the researcher using the video equipment and the teacher behavior 
category system. Consideration was given to placement of equipment in 
classrooms so that every student could be observed easily vten talking 
and to avoid distracting both students and teachers vhile taping. After 
the data had been collected, the category system was used to categorize 
teachers' statements. As a result of this preliminary investigation, 
changes in the category system described on p. 39 were made to adapt to 
the needs of this study. Additionally, these data provided sanple state­
ments that could be used in the training program for coders.
Videotaping
To facilitate the coding of teachers' statements, classroom 
interactions were observed with videot^ ae recording equipment. Classes 
vrere videotaped, as a way of identifying interactions between teachers 
and students rated high on the SQCBS or students rated, lew on the SCCBS.
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Originially, audiotape equipment was to be used for data collection to 
insure that all teacher and student statements vrere recorded. However, 
the presence of all the equipment inhibited the students and made it 
difficult to hear them viien they did talk. 'Therefore, only video equip­
ment was used. With the video equipment placed at the back of the room, 
students appeared to be more relaxed. All teacher statements still were 
clearly audible with only video equipment. Seme student statements 
vrere not always clear, however, it vras never necessary to eliminate 
data because of it. The tape simply had to be replayed several times 
until the statements were heard accurately.
Video equipment was placed at the center back of the classroan. 
The position of the equipment in the classroan was designed to minimize 
the chance of the researcher and the equipment being a distraction to 
teachers and students. Regardless of the length of the class, only 
30 minute segments of each class session was filmed. T^ing did not 
begin until at least ten minutes after the class started. This gave 
the teacher a chance to take roll and also allowed time for late 
students to arrive.
Procedures
Prior to all data collection, a memorandum was sent to the 
graduate teaching assistants, vdio had taught the Carmunication 1113 
course for at least one semester, informing them about the study (see 
J^ pendix C). Tte memorandum briefly described the stu<^  and vhat they 
were being asked to do. A follow ip meeting with aill graduate assistants 
was held to be sure they understood the research project. Teachers
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were told that the purpose of the stu(^  was to examine interaction be­
tween teachers and students in ccnmunication classes. Ihey were asked 
to tell their students that someone would be videotaping their class 
at different times during a six week period and to be sure that the 
entire class vrould be willing to participate. Only one class decided 
that it did not want to be videot^ e^d.
Teachers also vere asked to corplete a SCCBS for every student 
in their classes. Teachers vere told that the purpose of the in­
strument was to get a general profile of how their students connuni- 
cated in their classroom. One reason for getting teachers to complete 
the form at this time was to determine vMch sections would be observed. 
Classes vtere teachers rated none of the students high or low on the 
SCCBS did not provide useful data, because this study was interested in 
observing different teachers vhen they conmunicated with both high 
rated and low rated students. Classes in the study needed at least 
three high rated students and three low rated students to be observed. 
This decision was made for practical reasons. The time period during 
vhich observations in the classroom could be made was limited. If 
classes \fsre observed vhere fewer than three students were rated high 
and fewer than three rated low, it might be necessary to collect data 
beyong the tvelth week of the semester. This would be iopractical be­
cause students would begin pr^aring for speeches or presenting speeches. 
As a result of this decision, two classes vere not observed because 
no students were rated low.
A second reason for getting teachers to ocnplete forms was to 
determine vhich teacher-student interactions would be included in the
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sanple. If this information were known, it would help the researcher 
determine the number of interactions between teachers and students in 
both the high and low groiips, as well as the number of statements in 
each category for both groups. This information also helped to deter­
mine vhether additional videotaping would be necessary. Cne limitation 
with collecting and analyzing these types of data is getting a large 
enough sanple to meet the requirements of the statistical tests used. 
Therefore, the researcher initially had to categorize teacher statements 
following eacJi videotaped session to determine the number of state­
ments in each category for both groups. If there were an insufficient 
number of statements, additional t^ing was necessary. This could be 
done only with knowledge of vMch students were rated high or low.
After teachers conpleted forms and all classes had agreed to 
participate, ten sections were selected to be observed. The final 
decision about which classes would be observed was based on scheduling. 
The Department of Comunication usually scheduled three Comiunication 
1113 classes at the same hour. The schedule was set up so that all 
teachers could be videot^ >ed.
During the two class periods before data collection, each 
class was observed with the video equipment to get the teachers and
students accustoned to the researcher being in the classroan. This
also gave the researcher a chance to adjust to any unanticipated en­
vironmental factors in the roan. At this point it was decided that
the audioequipment would not be necessary. The equipment was dis­
tracting to many students. Therefore, the audiotape equipment which 
was located in the front and in the middle of the classroan was elim-
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Inated.
Data collection began the second week of the semester. A seat-^ 
ing chart for every videot^ jed session was made to facilitate identifi­
cation of all students. At the beginning of each tape, the camera 
panned the entire classroom to get at least part of every student’s 
face on camera. The camera also panned the entire class at the end of 
the 30 minute segments to get the students vho might have arrived late. 
During the videot^ ing, the camera focused on the student whenever he 
or she talked. If the student was located in the room so that he or 
she and the teacher could be on film simultaneously, then the camera 
focused on both of them. However, previous ej^rience with this camera 
indicated that it would be better to keep the camera focused on the 
student. Being able to clearly identify the student as well as under­
stand the student's messages was very iitportant to coding teachers' 
statements. Imnediately following the videotaping, the researcher 
asked the teacher to view the first several minutes of videotape 
without the audio, vhere the camera panned the classroan. At this 
time, the teachers identified the students according to the seating 
chart.
At the end of each day of videotaping classes, the researcher 
examined each t^ ie, identified the interactions between teachers and 
high rated students, and teachers and low rated students, and marked 
the location of these interactions on coding forms. A record of the 
number of teacher statements in each category for both groips was kept. 
Ihe data collection process ended during the eleventh vreek of the se­
mester. Observations had been made in classes vd>en the course content
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was related to grovp discussion, message preparation, styles of de­
livery and a review discussion for a department examination.
After all data were collected, a debriefing session was held 
for the teachers. During this session, they were informed more ex­
tensively about the purposes of the investigation.
Coding Procedures
IVro graduate students vho did not participate in the study were 
selected to code the teachers' statanents. They were selected be­
cause they had previous ejqperience coding teacher behavior in the class- 
roon. IVro coding forms were designed by the researcher. The first 
coding form, vdiich was used by the researcher included the ten teacher 
behavior categories, the teacher's name, the student's name, a notation 
of vhether the student was rated high or lav, and the location of the 
interaction on the videot^ je. This form enabled the researcher to keep 
a record of the number of interactions between teachers and students 
rated high or students rated low on the SCCBS, as well as the type of 
interactions in vhich teachers and students were engaged (see J^ apendix 
D). The second coding form was used by the coders (see J^ jpendix E).
It included the teacher's name and the taupe number. The coders did 
not have access to any information about the students. This second 
coding form made it easier to keep track of the nimber of statements 
for each category and the number of statements a teacher made in each 
message.
A training session for the coders was set rp. Prior to the 
training session, coders vere given the categories along with sanple 
statements so they could become familiar with the observation system.
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During the training session/ videot^ Jed classes vhere teachers and 
students interacted were shown to the coders to give them practice coding 
live verbal statements. Both coders coded all of the data.
Intercoder reliability was determined by using the Spearman 
Brown Formula to conpare coders ratings on all data. Ihe intercoder 
reliability coefficient was .913. For data analysis, only one coder's 
ratings were used. This procedure is cotrmonly used by researchers 
investigating similar research problems (Flanders, 1970 and Amidon & 
Hunter, 1967). The ratings frcm the coder with the most experience 
coding teacher statements vrere used for data analysis.
Data Analyses
TO test the hypotheses of this investigation, three different 
statistical analyses were used. The level of confidence for rejection 
of all hypotheses was set at .05.
H, ; There will be significant differences among 
tte frequencies of the ten categories of 
statements teachers use with students 
rated high on the SCCBS.
H^ : There will be significant differences among 
the frequencies of the ten categories of 
statements teachers use with students 
rated low on the SCCBS.
To test these two hypotheses, a one sanple chi square statistical test 
was used. This statistical procedure is used to determine vhether 
significant differences exist between the observed frequencies in a cate­
gory and the e^ j^ected frequencies in the category. The expected frequen­
cies vere calculated before oonputing chi square. To determine the fre­
quency, the total number of observations for all categories is divided
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by the number of categories. The researcher determines before data 
analyses vdiat the eqjected frequencies will be. The expected fre­
quencies might be based on previous research, or the researcher decides 
that the expected frequencies would be equal for all categories. Since 
there was no previous research to help determine vdiat the ejçîected 
frequencies should be, this researcher decided that the esgected fre­
quencies would be equal for all categories (Siegel, 1956, pp. 42-44).
H_: Teachers will use significantly more 
positive affect statements (praises, 
listens to, uses ideas) with students 
they rate high cn the SOCBS than with 
students they rate low on the SOCBS.
H-; Teachers will use significantly more
neutral affect statements (content ques­
tions, stimulating questions, lectures, 
gives orders) with students they rate 
high on the SCCBS than with students 
they rate lew on the SCCBS.
Hg: Teachers will use significantly more
negative affect statements (rejects, rejects 
with correction, criticizes) with students 
rated low on the SCCBS than with students 
rated high on the SCCBS.
To test these three hypotheses, a chi square statistics test for in­
dependent samples was used. This statistical procedure is used to de­
termine ^ ^ther the difference between the observed and expected fre­
quencies in one sample is significantly different fron the difference 
between the observed and expected frequencies in another sanple. The 
expected frequency for this statistical procedure is directly related 
to the number of observations in each category. To determine the ex­
pected frequency for each category, the total number of observations 
for the row where the category is located is multiplied by the total
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number of daservations for the column viiere the category is located 
and then divided fcy the total number of observations for both samples.
Hg: There will be a significant difference 
between the mean number of statanents in 
teacher messages with students rated high 
on the SOCBS and the mean nuinber of state­
ments in teacher messages with students 
rated low on the SOCBS.
H_: Ihere will be a significant difference .
between the mean number of interactions 
between the teachers and students rated 
high on the SCCBS and the mean number of 
interactions between teachers and students 
rated low on the SCCBS.
To test these two hypotheses, the t-test for independent samples was 
used to cotpare the means for the two groups. This statistical proce­
dure compares groups that employ interval level data.
CHAPTER III 
RESDLTS
This ch^ Jter will present the results of the statistical tests 
used to test the seven hypotheses.
H, ; There will be significant differences 
among the frequencies of the ten cate­
gories of statements teachers use with 
students rated high on the SCCBS.
A one sanple chi square test vas used to test this hypothesis. The ccm-
puted of 168.73 was significant at the .05 level of confidence
(two-tailed) with degrees of freedan set at nine. This hypothesis
was accepted at the .05 level indicating that there were significant
differences among the frequencies of statements teachers used with
students rated high on the SCCBS. See Table 4 for the results of the
test.
H^ ; There will be significant differences 
among the frequencies of the ten cate­
gories of statements teachers use with 
students rated low on the SCCBS.
A one sanple chi square test was used to test this hypothesis. The
computed of 335.93 vas significant at the .05 level of confidence
(two-tailed) with degrees of freedom set at nine. This hypothesis was
accepted indicating that there vare significant differences among the
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Table 4
Observed and Expected Frequencies in High Grotçs 
and Results ofl^^ Test
Praises
Acc^ts
or
Listens
Uses
Ideas
Rejects
Ideas
Rejects
w/cor-
rection
Criti­
cizes
Con­
tent
Quest
Stimu­
late
Quest
Gives
Info
Gives
Orders
35
(59.1)
161
(59.1)
86
(59.1)
22
(59.1)
= 168.73,
12
(59.1)
significant
9
(59.1)
68
(59.1)
49
(59.1)
101
(59.1)
48
(59.1)
Table 5
Œiserved and Expected Frequencies in low Group 
and Results of"\0 ^  Test
Praises
Accepts
or
Listens
Uses
Ideas
Rejects 
Rejects w/cor- 
Ideas rection
Criti­
cizes
Con­
tent
Quest
Stimu­
late
Quest
Gives
Info
Gives
Orders
17
(32.5)
80
(32.5)
34
(32.5)
19
(32.5)
6
(32.5)
12 
(32.5) •
44
(32.5)
18
(32.5)
71
(32.5)
24
(32.5)
335.93, significant
a
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frequencies of statements teachers used with students rated low on the 
SCCBS. Table 5 shows the result of the test.
H-: Teachers will use significantly more posi­
tive affect statements (praises, listens to, 
uses ideas) with students rated high on the 
SCCBS than with students rated low on the 
SCCBS.
A 3 X 2 chi square statistical test was used to test this hypothesis.
The oonputed of .8 was not significant at the .05 level of con­
fidence (one-tailed) with degrees of freedom set at two. This hy­
pothesis was rejected indicating that teachers did not use signifi­
cantly more positve affect statements (praises, listens to and uses ideas) 
with students rated high than with students rated low. Table 6 shows 
the result of the chi square test.
Table 6
Observed and Ejç)ected Frequencies of 
Positive Affect Categories for 
High and low Groxçs
Praises or 
Encourages
Listais to 
or Accepts
Uses Student 
Ideas
High 35 161 86
(35.51) (164.56) (81.94)
low 17 80 34
(16.5) (76.44) (38.06)
2
= .8, not significant
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H.: Teachers will use significantly more
neutral affect statements (content ques­
tions, stimulating questions, lectures, 
gives orders) with students rated high 
on the SCCBS than with students rated 
low on the SCCBS.
A 4 X 2 chi square statistical test was used to test this t^ pothesis.
*  2
The ocmputed X  of 1.97 was not significant at the .05 level of con­
fidence (one-tailed) with degrees of freedan set at three. This 
hypothesis was rejected indicating that teachers did not use signi­
ficantly more neutral affect statements (content questions, stimu­
lating questions, lectures gives orders) with students rated high than 
with students rated low on the SCCBS. Table 7 shows the result of the 
chi square test.
Table 7
Oaserved and Expected Frequencies of 
Neutral Affect Categories for 
High and low Groups
Content
Questions
Stimula­
ting Ques­
tions
Lectures 
or Gives 
Info
Directs 
or Gives 
Orders
High 68 49 101 48
(70.60) (42.23) (108.42) (45.38)
low 44 18 71 24
(41.67) (24.93) (63.99) (26.79)
^  ^  = 4.97, not significant
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Hg: Teachers will use significantly nore
negative affect statements ( rejects/ 
rejects with correction, criticizes) 
with students rated low on the SOCBS 
than with students rated high on the 
SOCBS.
A 3 X 2 chi square statistical test was used to test this hypothesis. 
The oonoputed of 2.21 was not significant at the .05 level of con­
fidence (one-tailed) with degrees of freedan set at two. This hy­
pothesis was rejected indicating that teachers did not use signi­
ficantly more negative affect statements (rejects, rejects with cor­
rection and criticizes) with students rated low on the SOCBS than with 
students rated high on the SCOBS. Table 8 shows the result of the 
chi square test.
Table 8
Observed and Expected Frequencies for 
Negative Affect Categories for 
High and Low Groups
Rejects
Student's
Ideas
Rejects
with
Correction
Criticizes 
or Justifies 
Authority
High 22 12 9
(22.04) (9.68) (11.29)
Low 19 6 12
(18.96) (8.33) (9.71)
= 2.21, not significant
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Hg: Hiere will be a significant difference 
between the mean nunber of statements 
in teacher messages with students rated 
high on the SCCBS and the mean nuxiber of 
statements in teacher messages with stu­
dents rated low on the SCCBS.
An independent samples t-test was used to test this hypothesis. The
ccmputed t of .06 was not significant at the .05 level of confidence
(twD-tailed) with degrees of freedom set at 555. This hypothesis was
rejected indicating that there was no significant difference betwsen
the mean number of statements in teacher messages with students rated
high on the SCCBS and the mean number of statements in teacher messages
with students rated low on the SCCBS. Table 9 shows the result of
the t-test.
Table 9
Result of t-test Ccnputed on Mean 
Number of Statements in Teacher 
Messages with High Groi:p and 
Itean Number of Statements 
in Teacher Messages with 
Low Groiç)
Mean for Mean for
High Group Low Group t P
1.47 1.53
not
. 06 significant
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H_: There will be a significant difference 
between the mean mmber of interactions 
between teachers and students rated high 
on the SCCBS and the mean number of in­
teractions betsreen teachers and students 
rated low on the SCCBS.
An independent samples t-test was used to test this i%pothesis.
The ccnputed t of 6.25 was significant at the .05 level of confi­
dence (two-tailed) with degrees of freedom set at 18. This hypothesis 
vas accepted indicating that there was a significant difference be­
tween the mean number of interactions with students rated high on the 
SCCBS and the mean number of interactions with students rated low on 
the SCCBS. Table 10 shows the results of the t-test.
Table 10
Result of t-test Conputed on Mean Number of 
Interactions with High Rated Students 
and Mean Number of Interactions 
with Low Rated Students
Mean for Mean for
Hi^ Group Low Group t P
33 16.2 6.25 significant
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate vhether teachers* 
use of verbal statements with students they perceive as acc^table 
classroan catmunicators was different fron the verbal statements 
they used with students they perceived as unacc^table classroom can- 
municators. The absence of research related to this prdolon led this 
researcher to ask four research questions. The first question asked 
was:
Are the verbal statanents teachers use with 
students rated high on the Student Classroan 
Caimunication Behavior Scale different fron 
the verbal statements they use with students 
rated low on the Student Classroan Conmuni- 
cation Behavior Scale?
Tb answer this question, five hypotheses were tested. The first 
hypothesis, which was concerned with vhether there would be signif­
icant differences among the frequencies of the ten categories of 
statements teachers used with students rated high on the SOCBS, was 
accepted. Inspection of the data indicated that the largest number 
of observations occurred in the listens to or accepts ideas cat­
egory vhere 27% of the statements vere observed. The category with 
the least number of observations was criticizes or justifies authority,
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v^ Tere .01% of the statements were observed. This finding was con­
sistent with the literature cited in Chapter I. Generally, teachers 
used more positive or neutral affect statements, i.e., praise, en­
couragement, asking questions or giving information with students 
perceived favorably (Blakley, et al., 1972; Combleth, 1973; Good, 
1970; and Wbolfolk, 1978).
The second hypothesis, vhich was concerned with vdiether 
there would be significant differences among the frequencies of the 
ten categories of statements teachers used with students rated low 
on the SCCBS, was acc^ted. Inspection of the data revealed that 
the largest number of statements were observed in the listens to or 
accepts ideas category, where 18% of the statements were observed.
The category with the least number of observations was the rejects 
with correction , vhere .01% of the statements were observed. The 
findings reported here provide further evidence of the conflicting 
results in the area of teachers' communication behavior and their 
perceptions of students. The literature indicates that teachers use 
more negative statanents, i.e., rejection, criticism with students 
they perceive less favorably (Brophy & Good, 1974; Cherry & Berman, 
1978; and Combleth, et al., 1974). However, other studies did not 
report these findings (see Dunkin and Biddle, 1974). An explanation 
of these findings will be presented later in this chuter.
The third hypothesis, which tested vhether teachers used 
significantly mora.positve affect statanents with students rated high 
on the SCCBS than with students rated low on the SCCBS, was rejected.
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The fourth hypothesis/ vAiich tested vhether teachers used significantly 
more neutral affect statements with students rated high on the SCCBS 
than with students rated low on the SOCBS, also was rejected. The 
fifth hypothesis tested whether teachers used significantly more 
negative affect statements with students rated low cn the SCCBS than 
with students rated high on the SSCBS. This hypothesis also was re­
jected. Rejection of hypotheses three, four and five indicated that 
teachers did not significantly differ in the kinds of statements 
they used with the two groups of students.
Acceptance of the first two hypotheses and rejection of hy­
potheses three, four and five point to the continuing problem of incon­
sistent findings in the literature. However, several reasons miÿit 
explain the results reported. First, the presence of an outsider 
and video equipment might have inhibited both teachers and students.
TWO of the teachers were noticeably ^ prehensive in front of the 
camera throughout the t^ing experience. Frequently, one teacher 
would stop during the lesson and ask the researcher to confirm or 
deny information presented to the students. Even though teachers 
were aware that the purpose of the taping was not to evaluate their 
teaching, they still might have been conscious of the way they would 
be perceived as catmunicators in general, and as teachers specifically. 
These findings might explain vàiy the majority of the statanents were 
coded in the positive or neutral affect categories. Two teachers did 
not use any negative affect statements with either high or low students.
Students in several classes also appeared to be apprehensive
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about being videotaped. This behavior was unejqjected. During the de­
briefing session, six teachers indicated that dramatic changes in sane 
of their students classroan behavior occurred. For exarople, teachers 
noted that there was more class participation, especially among the 
students rated low, and less disruptive behavior. In one class, 
sane students jokingly indicated that they "didn't want the teacher 
to look bad. " If students exhibited acceptable classroan corniunication, 
then teachers probably would respond to than more positively. If 
students had exhibited their "usual" classroom communication behaviors, 
then a variety of teachers' statements might have been observed.
The decision to videot^ classes with the equipnent in the 
roan was made primarily on the previous research conducted in this 
area. Brophy and Good, (1974), Flanders (1967), and Amidon and 
Hunter (1967) all indicate that in their research investigations, 
teachers and students usually relaxed after two or three days of video­
taping. They ignored the presence of the equipment in the room. 
Therefore, the decision was made to videotape classes with the equipment 
in the roan.
A second explanation for the absence of significant differences 
among certain categories for the high rated and the low rated students 
may be related to the educational level of the classes that were 
observed. Combleth and Button (1973) indicated in their analysis, that 
the findings for the elanentary level were different fron the findings 
for the secondary level. This led them to the assumption that the 
grade level of the students might be related to teachers' perceptions
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as well as their ccnmmication behaviors. In addition, seme of the 
categories on the observation instrument might have been in^ propriate 
for the college level. Ihe assuitptiai that students should behave 
differently in college classrooms than in elementary or secondary level 
classrooms might determine the behaviors of both teachers and students. 
Informal discussions with the teachers in this stuc^  indicate that 
they expect college students to behave in an adult and mature manner.
To these teachers, disruptive behaviors, i.e., talking vhen others are 
talking, are unacceptable in the college classroom. When faced with 
disnçtive behavior, teachers did not appear to be oomfortable handling 
the situation. When disruptive behavior was observed in the classes, 
teachers handled the situation in one of three ways. The teacher 
either directed critical statements to the entire class, i.e., "Please 
keep the noise down ", talked with the students individually after 
class, or ignored the behavior. These kinds of behaviors could not be 
used as data because this study was interested in verbal statements 
directed toward specific students.
Another ejqjlanation for the low number of observations in the 
negative affect categories might be related to the kinds of inappro­
priate behaviors students exhibit in class. Negative behaviors cb- 
served in elanentary or secondary classroons might not be observed in 
college classrocms. For example, at the lower grade levels, teachers 
might consider walking around the classroan throwing paper, classroan 
brawls or gum chewing as negative behaviors. In college classrooms, 
frequent challenges to the teacher, reading a newspaper, sleeping in
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class, or talking to clasatates during lectures might be perceived as 
negative behaviors. Sane negative behaviors might not be perceived 
as very disnçtive and therefore would not require harsh, critical 
statements by the teacher. Also, if the teacher perceives the student 
as an adult, then the teacher may choose to "discuss" with the student 
his or her negative behaviors, instead of publicly reprimanding the 
student like a child.
Lack of formal instructional training and limited teaching 
experience might explain the absence of variation in teacher statements. 
Only three of the teachers in this stucty had ever received formal in­
struction in teaching methods. The teachers also averaged two years 
teaching esq^ erience. Teachers sinply might not have known how to re­
spond to certain student behaviors-due to lack of training.
Still,, another reason for the small number of observations 
in the negative affect categories might be related to teachers' kncw- 
ledge of ocmmunication principles. At sane point in their education, 
communication teachers have been exposed to the concept of feedback and 
its inpact on pecple. Teachers might have felt that too much negative 
feeback would have discouraged students. Therefore, they limited the 
kinds of statements they made in negative affect categories. Even 
though the number of observations in the negative category of rejects 
ideas was small, an interesting characteristic of the rejection state­
ments was noticed. Many of the statements were partial rejection state­
ments. An exanple fron the data was "John, you're almost there." The 
teacher told the student that he was not catpletely wrong and yet, not 
oarrpletely right. Even though teachers in this study might have had
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limited training as teachers, they might have been sensitive to the 
inportanoe of feedback in effective teaching. A more detailed exam­
ination of the teachers' rejection statements will be presented later 
in this chapter.
To conclude, there might be several explanations for the 
findings reported thus far in this study. First, the video equipment 
might have inhibited both teachers and students, thus affecting their 
ccnmunication behaviors. Students' and teachers' knowledge of ^ pro- 
priate classrocm communication behaviors for college students might 
have caused both to behave in ways that were not expected. Teachers' 
inexperience might have caused teachers to ignore the inappropriate 
ccnmunication behavior instead of responding negatively to it. Last, 
the use of positive and neutral affect statements with both groips 
of students might have been the result of knowledge of oatmunication 
principles, particularly the effect of feedback on people.
The second research question asked was;
Are the verbal statements teachers use in 
their messages with students rated high on 
the Studait Classrocm Ccnmunication Behavior 
Scale different frcm the number of verbal state­
ments teachers use in their messages with stu­
dents rated lew on the Student Classrocm Ccm- 
munication Behavior Scale?
To answer this question, one hypothesis was tested. The sixth hy­
pothesis focused on vhether teachers used significantly more statements 
in a message %hen talking with students rated high on the SCCBS than 
with students rated low on the SCCBS. Uiis hypothesis was rejected.
The purpose of this hypothesis was to determine vhether teachers used
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more statements with students rated high than with students rated 
low. Analysis of the data indicated that on the average, teachers' 
messages contained the same nurber of statements. The mean nunber of 
statements in teachers' messages with the students rated lew was 1.53 
and the mean nunber of statements in teachers' messages with students 
rated high was 1.47 (see Table. 9/. p. 57).
This hypothesis has not been tested in previous research 
studies. Researchers usually examined the length of message in terms 
of nunber of seconds, or sinply speculated about the length of messages. 
For exanple, Kranz, et al. (1970) found that teachers had more contacts 
with high rated students than with low rated students. A clear ejplan- 
ation of the term "contacts" was not presented in their article. However, 
frcm this finding, they surmised that teachers talked longer with their 
students. One article did examine how long teachers talked to students, 
and found that teachers used longer responses with high achieving stu­
dents (Combleth, et al., 1974). Whether or not the finding reported 
here conflicts with previous research findings can not be determined 
since the concept of length in this stutfy was different frcm the concept 
in other studies.
The third research question asked vas:
How are the interactions between teachers and 
students rated high on the Student Classrocm 
Ccmmunication Behavior Scale different frcm 
the interactions between teachers and students 
rated low cn the Student Classrocm Ccranuni- 
cation Behavior Scale?
The answer to this question was determined in two parts. First, hy­
pothesis seven was tested. This hypothesis was concerned with whether
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there was a significant difference between the mean number of inter­
actions teachers had with students rated high on the SŒBS and the 
mean number of interactions teachers had with students rated low on the 
SCCBS. This hypothesis was accepted. This finding also was consistent 
with the research literature (Good, 1970; Kranz, et al., 1970; and 
Rist, 1970). In their literature review, Brophy and Good (1974) posited 
that teachers usually would interact at least twice as much with stu­
dents rated high as they vrould with students rated low. In this 
stuc^ , teachers did interact with high rated students twice as much as 
they did with low rated students.
To further answer the third research question, the different 
kinds of interactions were examined. In Chapter I, a description of 
the interactions vdiere teachers ' statements were observed was presented. 
The interactions could take one of the following forms:
1. teacher initiated message, student responding 
message;
2. teacher initiated message, student responding 
message, teacher responding message;
3. teacher initiated message, student responding 
message, teacher responding message, student 
responding message;
4. student initiate message, teacher responding 
message;
5. student initiated message, teacher responding 
message, student responding message; and
6. student initiated message, teacher responding 
message, student responding message, teacher 
responding message.
6B
The percentages of the different interactions were calculated for both 
groups of students. Table 11 presents the number of observations 
and the percentages for the hi^ groiç> and the low groiç).
Table 11
Types of Interactions in Which 
Teachers and Students Engage
Teacher
Student
Teacher
Student
Teacher
Teacher
Student
Teacher
Student
Student 
Student Teacher 
Teacher Student
Student
Teacher
Student
Teacher
10 43 3 198 40 36
High (3%) (13%) (1%) (60%) (12%) (11%)
Low 6 117 2 32 5 0
(4%) (72%) (1%) (20%) (3%) 0
Fran the percentages presented in Table 11, general trends are evident. 
Eighty-three percent of the interactions between teachers and students 
in the high groiç) were student initiated interactions. The majority 
of the student initiated interactions were the student-teacher type, 
vdiere 198 or the 330 interactions were this type. When students 
initated interactions, they either asked the teacher a question, or 
responded before the teacher called on someone to respond. This find­
ing contradicts the research literature. Bropl^  and Good (1974) and 
Oorhbleth and Button, 1973) report that teachers tend to initiate in­
teractions with students rated positively. Teachers see these students 
as cooperative and enthusiastic participants, and therefore, give than
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itore opportunities to respond in class. The fact that these students 
tend to initiate interactions with teachers also validates the SCCBS. 
One of the areas on the instrument is concerned with student’s willing­
ness to interact with the teacher. If a student was rated high by 
his or her teacher, the student's behavior should confirm the teacher's 
rating.
Ihe percentages in Table 11 also show that 73.4% of the inter­
actions in the low groip were teacher-initiated interaction. The 
majority of the teacher initiated interactions were teacher-student- 
teacher type, where 117 of the 162 interactions were this type. When 
teachers initiated interactions with students, they were calling on 
the students to respond. This finding also was inconsistent with the 
research literature. Once again, Brophy & Good, Combleth and Button, 
show that teachers usually do not initiate interactions with students 
perceived negatively.
One reason for the large number of teacher initiated interac­
tions in the low groiç) might be that teachers felt seme pressure to 
get their students to participate in the class. Since they knew the 
researcher was interested in interaction, they mi^t have tried to get 
as many students as possible involved in classroan discussions.
During the debriefing session, one teacher indicated that she was 
glad vhen the taping ended, because she could not figure out ways 
to get the students to talk. She did not feel that her class was 
inhibited, they just did not talk much.
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The last research question asked was;
How do teachers organize the verbal statements 
in their messages viien th^ oomnunicate with 
students rated high on the Student Classroan 
Catmunication Behavior Scale and vdien th^ oan- 
municate with students rated low cn the Stu­
dent Classroan Oonmunicaticm Behavior Scale?
To answer this question, teachers' verbal statements were further 
analyzed in relation to their location within a message as well as 
the content of the statements. The purpose of this analysis was to 
determine how teachers organize statements in their messages when in­
teracting with students rated high and students rated low. One major 
limitation to doing this analysis with these data was the small amount 
of data available. There were 366 teacher messages in the high group, 
of which 249 ware one statement messages; 102 were two statement mes­
sages; and 15 were messages with three or more statements (see Table 12)
Table 12
Kinds of Messages Teachers 
Used with Both Groups 
of Students
One Statement 
Messages
TVro Statement 
Messages
Three or 
more 
Statement 
Messages
Total 
No. of 
Messages
High 249 102 15 366
(68%) (28%) (4%)
Low 131 74 6 212
(62%) (35%) (3%)
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In the low groi:ç), there were 212 teacher messages of vMch 131 were 
one statanent messages; 74 were two statement messages; and six were 
messages with three or more statements (see Table 12). The most 
meaningful information came from the two statement messages. However, 
because of the limited amount of data for analysis, the conclusions 
discussed in this section are tentative.
Praises or encourages. When teachers used praising statements 
in their messages with students rated high, their praising statements 
usually were followed with more praising statements. Of the 21 state­
ments coded in this category, 16 were followed with more praising or 
encouraging statements. When teachers used praising statements with 
students rated low, these statements vere not followed with other 
statements. Praising statements were observed only in one statement 
messages with students rated low. These data suggest that within a 
message, teachers give more praise to high rated students than to 
low rated students. Althou^ the analysis of data here is different 
fron the analysis used in the testing of hypotheses, these findings 
appear to be consistent with the literature (Brophy & Good, 1974).
Listens to or accepts ideas. Patterns clearly were evident 
when teachers used these statannents with students rated high. Of the 
31 statements coded in this category for the high group, nine were 
followed with more listens to or accepts statements; eight were followed 
by lectures or gives information statements; and eight others were 
followed by praise or encourages statements.
When teachers commnicated with students rated low, patterns
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were not easily discernible. Of the 20 statements coded in this cate­
gory, only eight were follovred with more listens to or accepts state­
ments. Patterns in the remaining messages with listens to or accepts 
ideas varied.
Uses students'ideas. When teachers used students' ideas 
with students rated hi^, the statements vere followed with gives in­
formation or asks questions statanents... ïhe data showed idiat of tte.
15 statements coded in this category, seven statements were followed 
with lectures or gives information statements; and seven were fol­
lowed with asks questions statanents.
The findings were different for this category in the low 
group. Of the 25 statements coded as uses students' ideas, no 
patterns v^ re identified.
Gives orders. The most noticeable trend for statements 
coded in this category was observed in the content of the statements. 
Whenever teachers gave directions or orders, they called on students 
to refond. Teachers would call the students by name indicating that 
the student should respond. The data showed that of the 48 statements 
coded in this category for the students rated high, 40 were statanents 
vdiere the teacher called on students to respond. Of the 24 statements 
coded in this category for students rated low, 20 were statements 
vhere the teacher called on the student to respond. Occasionally, 
teachers varied the content of these statements. When the teacher 
did give directions or orders, the statements were directed to the 
entire class and not to specific students. For example, a teacher 
mi^t say "Please read chapter 9 by Friday " or "Get into your groups."
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Rejects ideas. This category provided the most interesting 
information about the way teachers organize their statements. Once 
again, the conclusions can only be considered tentative because of the 
limited amount of data. Overall, when teachers rejected the ideas 
of students rated high, the statements were followed by lectures or 
gives information statements. In the foUowip statements, teachers 
usually corrected the student's response. Of the 13 statements coded 
in this category, 12 were followed by lectures or gives information 
statements. In 11 of the statements coded as lectures or gives infor­
mation, teachers corrected the students' response.
A similar pattern was noticed with students rated lew. Of 
the 11 statements coded in this category for the students rated low, 
nine were followed with lec±ures or gives information statanents.
The data suggest that for both groups of students teachers might reject 
a student's response, but an appropriate answer was given to students.
Examination of these findings for the two grorps would suggest 
that there are no differences between the two groups. Hovœver, the 
content of the rejection statanents revealed that teachers did vary 
their statanents according to their percutions of students. Teachers 
tended to use partial rejection statanents Wien interacting with 
students rated high. Partial rejection statanents could be interpreted 
as acceptance or rejection. Exairples frcm the data include:
"You're almost there."
"well, sorta."
"Just a little bit more. "
Teachers did not totally reject the students' ideas; yet they did not 
totally accept the ideas. Of the 22 statanents coded in this category
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for the students rated high, 19 were partial rejection statanents (see 
Table 13).
Table 13
Kinds of Rejection Statements 
Used with Both Groups 
of Students
Total Number of Partial Total
Rejection Rejection Rejection
Statanents Statanents Statanents
High 22 19 3
Low 19 6 13
The content of the rejection statements with students rated low was 
different fron the content of rejection statements with students rated 
high. Teachers tended to use total rejection statements vdien rejecting 
these students' ideas. Examples frcm the data include:
"NO. "
"That's not ri^t."
"That won't do."
Of the 19 rejection statements coded for this group, 13 were total re­
jection statements (see Table 13).
Frcm the data presented here, trends were noticed in the 
content of teacher's statanents depending upon vàiether they were in­
teracting with students rated high or students rated low. This analysis 
suggests that teachers might make subtle distinctions in the words they 
select vdien rejecting students' ideas. This might be attributed to
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teachers' knowledge of feedback in the camtunication process. By using 
patial rejection, the teacher lessens the inpact of negative feedback 
on the student.
If these findings on the content of teachers' rejection state­
ments are indicative of the way teachers ccmnunicate with students, 
then teachers do differentiate the statements they use according to 
their perceptions of students. When teachers reject the ideas of stu­
dents perceived positively, they might be trying to discourage the 
students by totally rejecting their ideas. Instead, teachers organize . 
the content of their statanents in a way to let the student know that 
although the answer was incorrect, he or she should not be discouraged 
by the inaccuracy. In contrast, if a student is perceived negatively, 
the teacher may not be concerned with the irrpact of the negative 
feedback on the student, and therefore does not worry about its content.
Further analysis of teacher's rejection statements yields more 
interesting information about the organization of statanents in teachers' 
messages. Regardless of vhether they interacted with students rated 
high or students rated low, vhen rejection statanents v^e the second 
or third statement in a message, all preceeding statanents were coded 
as listens to or accepts. These conclusions are drawn cautiously be­
cause of the extremely snail amount of data available. However, the 
.pattern worthy of discussion here. In the high group, only three 
statements and in the low group, only two statements were observed 
as the second or third statements in messages. All were preceeded ty 
listens to or accepts statements. If this pattern continued to exist
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in larger sanples of teacher messages, the significance might be great. 
First, it suggests that teachers try to organize all their messages 
with rejection statements in ways that make the message seem less like 
a rejection statement. Teachers first tell the student that they heard 
and underst. d vdiat they said, but the response was not correct. If 
teachers do respond to students this way, it shows that they are oon- 
cemed about the way students interpret the negative feedback. What 
teachers might not realize is that messages that contain a listens to 
or accepts statement, followed with a partial rejection statement might 
not be interpreted differently than messages with a listens to or 
accepts statement, followed with a total rejection statanent would.
Even though teachers may select carefully the content and organi­
zation of their statements, they alter their statements slightly.
This researcher suggests the alterations are directly related to their 
percutions of the students. Even ccratiunication teachers who have re­
ceived training in effective catmunication and are aware of the irrpact 
of different messages can make these subtle distinctions in their 
messages to students.
Surrmary
The research questions posed in this dissertation have been 
answered. Hypotheses were tested in order to answer sane of these 
questions. In general, the hypotheses indicated that teachers 
did not vary significantly the use of statements with the two groups 
of students. Also, observations of interactions between teachers and 
students suggest that students vho are rated high tend to initiate
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interactions with teachers; and teachers tend to initiate interactions 
with students rated low. Overall, these findings were not consistent 
with the research literature. In fact, they vrere opposite the previous 
findings. Ifcwever, examination of the organization and content of 
teachers' statements does suggest that teachers differentiate their 
statements depending \çon their perceptions of students. Hie paucity 
of data available for analyzing the content and organization of state­
ments only makes these findings tentative. However, this evidence 
points to the continued research necessary in this area.
Limitations
Several factors were considered limitations to the stutty. 
Overall, there %ere enough data to meet the assumptions of the statis­
tical tests used, but not enough data for the analysis of organization 
of statements in messages. A more indepth analysis of teachers' 
statements was not possible. Getting sufficient data in each category 
was a concern because the research literature shoved that teachers 
and students perceived negatively did not interact frequently. By the 
time enough data were collected for all categories of the teacher be­
havior instrument it was not possible to continue videotaping. Students 
were preparing for speeches. If data collection began earlier in the 
semester, if more teachers were observed, more data might have been 
collected. The six week time period seemed long enough to collect 
ample data for all analyses.
Another reason for the small amount of data to identify the 
ways teachers organized their statements was because the majority of
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teachers' messages contained only one statement. Then, too, a small 
number of messages contained three or more statements. Examining 
the organization of statements had to be limited to messages vhere 
there were only two statements.
A second problem area was related to teachers' use of the 
categories. Two teachers did not use statements that could be 
coded in the negative affect categories (rejects, rejection with cor­
rection and criticizes). Both teachers vere observed ^ jproxiifiately 
seven times, and never used negative statements with students rated 
high nor students rated low.
A third prdslem concerned the presence of video equipment 
in the classroan. Seme teachers and students speared to be nervous 
in front of the camera. Their continued apprehension throu^ nout the 
taping was not anticipated. In the future, more sophisticated taping 
procedures i.e., filming behind one way mirrors might eliminate the 
apprehension. Maybe if teachers and students did not have to look at 
equipment as they talked, they might feel more relaxed.
These prchlem areas did contribute to the findings reported 
in this investigation. Seme of the problems can be eliminated in 
future research if more data are collected.
Implications for Future Research
This investigation probably has raised more questions than 
it answered. However, the findings indicate that more research is 
needed. The methodology used in this study was designed to efficiently 
address the research questions and test the hypotheses of this study.
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Tto those ends, the methodology was ^ r^cpriate. An instrument was 
developed that vas both reliable and valid. The instrument vas de­
signed to determine vhether teachers perceived their students as 
acc^table or unacceptable communicators. By using this instrument, 
the researcher can say with confidence that teachers'perc^ >tions of 
acceptable and unacceptable classroom cormunication behaviors were 
restricted to specific areas. Also, a teacher behavior observation in­
strument was designed to meet the needs of the research experiment 
and the college classroom. Last, data were collected in classroons 
using video equipment to be sure of getting all teacher and student 
messages during interaction. Using this methodology to answer the 
questions of this dissertation provided information that will con­
tribute to the knowledge of teachers' verbal messages and their per­
ceptions of students.
The area where continued research is necessary is the organi- 
ation and content of teachers' statements. With additional data, 
researchers can examine microscopically teachers' statements. There 
appears to be plenty of research on the types of statements teachers 
cCTimunicate, but little if any of how teachers organize these messages . 
looking at message organization should tell us more about the way 
teachers talk to their students.
In future research, consideration might be given to other 
ways of identifying patterns that exist in teachers' messages. State­
ments in messages might be coded Wo or three different ways to deter­
mine the different functions of statements. When examining these data.
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tha coders indicated that sane statements could be coded several dif­
ferent ways. This kind of coding might have revealed the different ways 
teachers use statements. Once the organizational patterns of teachers' 
messages are determined, meaningful hypotheses can be tested. However, 
more descriptive analysis of teachers' messages is necessary.
In future research of this kind, more data must be ooUected. 
While the methodology used to collect data was designed to get aitple 
data, there was not enough data to examine patterns. Hovever, there 
was enough data to meet the assunptions of the statistical tests. 
Researchers should consider observing more than ten teachers or obser­
ving teachers for longer periods of time. In this study, only 30 minutes 
segments during the class hour were filmed. Filming took place at 
different times during a six week time period. If other researchers 
observe classes for 45 minutes at a time, or observe classes more fre­
quently, the collection of more data might be possible.
Researchers also might consider doing descriptive analyses of 
verbal behaviors of teachers in disciplines other than connunication. 
Later, comparisons between conmunication teachers and other teachers 
can be made. If the findings indicate that teachers are different 
frcm teachers in other disciplines, using communication teachers to 
examine communication behavior might be inappropriate.
Overall, research investigating communication in college 
classrooms should be continued. Generally, college teachers do not 
receive the training for teaching that elementary or secondary school 
teachers do. This lack of formal training might be a significant 
factor in the way college teachers interact with their students. Only 
additional research at this level and comparative researoh across grade
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levels will help to confirm or deny this assuitption.
Conclusion
This stunty atterrpted to determine vàiether teachers used 
verbal statements with students rated high on the Student Classrocm 
Communication Behavior Scale that vrere different from the verbal 
statements they used with students rated low on the Student Classroom 
Conmunication Behavior Scale. The hypotheses that were tested indi­
cated that teachers did not vary the statements they used vàien talking 
to the two different groups of students. However, descriptions of 
message organization suggest that teachers organize their messages 
according to their percutions of students. As the result of this 
stuc^ , the findings reported and the questions raised indicate that 
more research is necessary.
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STUDENT'S NAME
INSTRUCTOR'S NAME_ 
SBCnCN NUMBER
aiUDENT CLASSROCM 0CM1DNICAITI0N BEHAVICR SCALE
Directions: Below you will find several semantic differential scales
related to different aspects of classroan oantnunicaticn behavior of 
studaits. Circle the number that most closely corresponds to your 
rating of the student.
Student initiated interaction with teacher 
(asking questions, sharing ideas)
willing
frequent
eager
appropriate
voluntary
attentive
willing
active
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
Student response style to teacher 
(answering questions)
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
Student interaction with classnates 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2  
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2  
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
1 unwilling 
1 infrequent
1 indifferent 
1 in^n^iate 
1 cotpilsory
1 inattentzive 
1 unwilling 
1 passive
Please do not write below tdiis line
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR QBSERVATICN SYSTEM
1. Praises or encourages student or behavior: 
enthusiastic acc^ >tance of student's response
(D +)
 ^ I  to^  helps, siçports, nurtures student,
jw I acc t^ing, helping response; also listening to
recitationP |
3. Accepts or uses student's answer or idea
1
4.
1 5.
1
6.
of or is dissatisfied with student's behavior, 
but does not reject student.
7. Asks questions about content (vdiat? viiere? vdien?), 
wants to find out viiether student knows and un­
derstands material
r .8 8. Asks questions about content that stimulates
g o 0 thinking (vdy? hew?), encourages student to
•g ;w 5 seek explanations, to reason, to solve problems
o
55 9. Lectures, gives facts or opinions about content,
gives information in discussion, recitation, or 
ccnmittee meeting.
10. Gives directions, catraands, or orders with vdiich 
studait is expected to corply
APPENDIX C
MEMORANDUM TO INSTRUCDOPS PARTICIPATING 
IN STUDY
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Graduate Assistants
FRCM: Ina Siler
RE: Participation in ny dissertation research project
At the beginning of the setester, I talked to you briefly about 
participaing in a research project related to ny dissertation. The 
purpose of the research is to examine teacher-student interactions in the 
classroan. To observe these interactions, I will need to videotape 
and audiot^ se several 30 minute segments of your class. The taping will 
occur between the sixth and twelth weeks of the semester. This does not 
mean that I will be taping your class every time it meets during this 
period. Sanetimes I will only t^ )e your class once a week. The amount 
of time I spaid taping your class will d^ )end upon how long it takes to 
get enough data for ny stu(^ . However, taping will stop at the end of 
the twelth week.
There are several things I need you to do in relation to the study. 
First, please announce to your students that I might be taping their 
class during the following vreeks. Indicate to than, that they will not 
be asked to do aiything special. Classes should be conducted as though 
I were not there. If your students decide they do not want their class 
to be t^ ied, please let me know.
Second, I need each instructor to octtplebe a Student Classroan Octnr 
munication Behavior Scale for each student in his or her class. The 
purpose of this form is to get a general idea of the kinds of catmuni- 
cation behaviors students exhibit in your classes. Please return these 
forms to me within the week. I need this information before t^ing the 
classes.
Third, vhen the taping is completed, I will hold a debriefing 
session for the entire group and give you a chance to view the tapes of 
your classes.
Prior to taping your class, I will contact each of you to ask about 
your lesson plans. I am interested in taping classes vAiere interaction 
will be occurring. If you are 1-cturing, giving examinations or listening 
to speeches, I will not tape your class.
Last, I want to thank you very much for helping me with ity research.
I want to assure you of the confidentiality of the research. These tapes 
are for my research purposes only. Th^ will not be used to evaluate 
you personally nor your teaching.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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C
s
Feet #
.11_ rr 11
I
Feet #
sTs^
i l !
Ia>
I
rI I
4# Feet # ■
w
g
co
z
Rejects
ideas
Rejects 
ideas with 
correction
Criticizes 
or justi­
fies au- 
thority
Praises
cr
Encourages
Listens to
accepts
ideas
Uses
student's
ideas
Asks ques­
tions about 
content
As]cs ques­
tions to 
stimulate 
thinking
Lectures, 
gives info 
or opinions
Gives direc­
tions & 
orders
6^
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INSTRUCTOR'S NAME TAPE NO.
Message
Number Statements in Message
